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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Town of Manchester COVID-19 Orange Alert Update
MANCHESTER, CT- The Connecticut Department of Public Health has issued a Town Level COVID-19 Response
Framework, based on the average number of daily new cases per 100,000 residents in each municipality in the state.
Cities and towns with a daily new case rate above 15 are categorized as “red alert” communities, those with 10 to 15
are categorized as “orange alert”, and those with 5-9 are categorized “yellow alert.” Currently, 32 cities and towns are
in the “red alert” category, 54 are in the “orange alert,” and 54 are in the “yellow alert.”
th

As of October 29 , the Town of Manchester’s average daily rate of new cases of COVID-19 is 10.9, placing the town
th
in the “orange alert” category. In terms of average daily new cases over the past two weeks, Manchester ranks 70 of
the 169 cities and towns in Connecticut.
“Given the spike in new cases and positivity rates across the state and across the country, the increase we are
seeing here in Manchester is not surprising and underscores the importance of taking this ongoing public health crisis
very seriously,” said Mayor Jay Moran. “It is critical that Manchester residents, businesses, and visitors remember the
three W’s: (1) Wear Your Mask, (2) Wash your Hands, and (3) Watch Your Distance.”
Manchester’s positivity rate over the past week is 2.3%, while the rate statewide is 3.1%. Both rates have increased
since the summer and early fall when rates frequently averaged below 1%. “In response to this uptick, it is incredibly
important that Manchester residents avoid large groups and limit time with non-family members,” said Jeffrey Catlett,
MPH, R.S, Manchester’s Director of Health. “In addition, any organized group activities should limit group sizes and
postpone indoor activities where mask-wearing or social distancing cannot be maintained.”
th

Governor Lamont issued an Executive Order NO. 9J on October 29 allowing Towns in the “red alert” or “orange
alert” categories the ability to scale back reopening business and sector guidelines from Phase 3 to Phase 2. “Right
now, with a case rate on the low end of the orange alert category, and with the spike in positivity attributed mostly to
informal social gatherings among family and friends, the Town of Manchester will not elect to move back to Phase 2
for business and sector rules,” said General Manager, Scott Shanley. “However, the Town will continue to keep a
close eye on the public health data moving forward and we ask residents and businesses to adhere to the guidance
of state and local officials which includes avoiding large gatherings, wearing your mask, and maintaining social
distancing.”
For more information, please visit our website at http://www.townofmanchester.org/ and click on the COVID-19 link
for updates on the Town’s response to the Coronavirus, and follow the Town of Manchester on Facebook, Twitter,
and Instagram.
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